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Abstract. Pop-up targets, such as the items of popup menus, and animated targets, such as the moving windows in Mac OS X Exposé, are common in current
desktop environments. This paper describes an initial study of pointing on popup and animated targets. Since we are interested in expert performance, we study
the situation where the user has previous knowledge of the (final) position of the
target. We investigate the effect of the D ELAY factor, i.e. the delay before the
target pops up (for pop-up targets) or the duration of the animation (for animated
targets). We find little difference between the two techniques in terms of pointing
performance (time and error), however a kinematic analysis reveals differences in
the nature of the pointing movement. We also find that movement time increases
with D ELAY, but the degradation is smaller when the target is farther away than
when it is closer. Indeed, larger distances require a longer movement time therefore the target reaches its destination while the participant is still moving the
pointer, providing more opportunity to correct the movement than with short distances. Finally we take into account these results to propose an extension to Fitts’
Law that better predicts movement time for these tasks.
Keywords: Pop-up targets, Animated targets, Movement analysis, Fitts’ Law.
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Introduction

Pointing is a fundamental action in graphical user interfaces (GUIs) that has been the
subject of much research to both understand pointing actions and improve pointing
techniques. Most of this research has focused on static targets that are displayed before
pointing starts and stay still during the pointing action. GUIs however have always
featured pop-up targets that appear after the pointing movement starts, e.g., pop-up
menus and dialog boxes. More recently, GUIs have also started to feature animated
targets that move while the pointing gesture is being performed, e.g., the windows in
Mac OS X Exposé. While we know that animation enhances user interaction with the
system [13, 24] by providing a continuous feedback that increases the user’s sense of
direct and indirect interaction [26], its effect on pointing has not, to the best of our
knowledge, been studied. In particular, beyond the empirical evidence that users take
advantage of their knowledge of the behavior of targets to anticipate their apparition or
final position, we are not aware of any systematic study of this phenomenon.
This paper presents what we believe is the first controlled study designed to better
understand the acquisition of animated and pop-up targets. Our main factor is D ELAY,
the delay before the target pops up (for pop-up targets) or the duration of the animation
(for animated targets). We have focused on short values of D ELAY — between 0 and
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500 ms — which are typical of GUIs, and we have operationalized the common situation
where users can anticipate the final position of the target by ensuring that users have
prior knowledge of its location.
The experiment compares pointing performance (in time and error) for static, animated and pop-up targets under various values of D ELAY. We found a strong effect
of D ELAY: movement times increase with the delay, but the degradation is smaller for
longer distances to target than for shorter ones. We also found little performance difference between pop-up and animated targets, but an interesting qualitative difference
when looking at the kinematic profiles. In particular, this analysis shows evidence of
how users anticipate the final position of the target.
Finally we show that Fitts’ Law does not accurately predict movement times for
pop-up and animated targets. Using the insights gained by the analysis of the experimental results, we propose an extension to Fitts’ Law that takes into account the unique
characteristics of these tasks to better predict movement time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After some background and related
work, the next section provides a set of examples and motivates the present study. The
subsequent sections describe the experiment, present the results regarding performance
(movement time and errors), analyse the kinematic aspects of typical movements (velocity vs. distance and number of sub-movements) and propose an extension to Fitts’
Law. The paper then concludes with a discussion and directions for future work.
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Background and Related Work

The acquisition of an on-screen target by means of a pointing device (pointing for short)
is one of the basic tasks in Graphical User Interfaces and one that has been extensively
studied in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Previous and ongoing research in this
area includes novel techniques to facilitate target acquisition, comparison of input devices performance, and models to predict movement time and better understand target
acquisition tasks of various types.
The major theoretical tool for studying pointing is Fitts’ Law [11], which predicts
the movement time to acquire a target of width W at a distance D. The most widely used
form of Fitts’ Law in HCI [19] is:


D
+1
M T = a + b log2
W

D
where a and b are empirically determined constants and where log2 W
+ 1 is called
the index of difficulty (ID) of the task. While a number of variations of this law have
been proposed (see [23] for a review), the Psychology literature has not reached a consensus yet on an explanation of this Law.
The most popular explanation of Fitts’ Law in the HCI community is Meyer et al.’s
sub-movements model [20]: first, a fast sub-movement towards the target (often called
the ballistic phase of the movement) is performed, then if this movement does not hit
the target, another (probably smaller) sub-movement towards the target is performed,
and this process continues until the target is reached. An important characteristic of the
2

sub-movements model that may explain the logarithmic form of Fitts’ Law is that the
distance vs. velocity graph shows a bell shape with a clear velocity peak.
The originality of the study presented in this paper is that the target is not always
visible on the screen during the acquisition movement. Most previous work in HCI has
investigated the acquisition of an initially invisible target using navigation tasks, e.g.,
scrolling and pan-and-zoom, rather than a pure pointing task. A notable exception is
Cao et al. [7] where the targets are initially invisible and are revealed by moving a
display window attached to the cursor (coupled cursor). The pointing task in that case
involves two phases: first, reveal the target, then acquire it. In our study the targets are
revealed automatically (no user action) and users know in advance where the targets are
so they can anticipate their final position. We expect a more integrated motion than in
the above study, with dynamic adaptation to the target behavior.
Some studies have shown that the shortest delay needed for sensory information to
affect hand movement is approximately 100 ms [17]. For example Flash and Henis [12]
have observed movement adaption between 100 and 200 ms after an experimentally
controlled modification of the cursor trajectory. Closer to HCI, Zhai et al. [28] have
shown that users can take advantage of unpredictable target expansion, suggesting a
dynamic adaptation of the user’s pointing movement.
Menus are the main example of pop-up targets and have been widely studied in
HCI. With linear menus, it is assumed that the menu pops up immediately and studies
have focused on factors such as the number of items and the depth of the hierarchy of
menus rather that the pop-up delay and involve in addition of Fitts’ Law the Steering
Law (see, e.g., [9]). With marking menus [18] and their variants, there is a distinction
between novice mode, where the user waits for the menu to pop up, and expert mode,
where the menu does not appear at all. Here, the absence of motion during the delay is
used to activate novice mode (see also [14]).
Regarding animated targets, previous studies in Psychology, e.g., [15], and in HCI
[21] have addressed the acquisition of moving targets. These studies however have considered capturing tasks, i.e. acquiring the target while it is moving whereas in our case
the target can be acquired only when it has reached its destination. Other examples
that involve moving targets include facilitation techniques that bring the targets (with
a possible animation) close to the cursor after the movement has started, e.g., Dragand-pop [4] and Vacuum [5]. These techniques however make it difficult for the user to
anticipate the final position of the target.
Memorization of target positions is an important point of our experimental design
and has been the subject of previous work, e.g., Hornof and Kieras [16]. However,
we only consider the memorization of a single target in short term memory. This phenomenon has been studied in the domain of Human Vision (see, e.g., [2]) where it has
been shown that humans can recover spatial positions via saccades (rapid eye movements) from a few memorized gaze positions.
Surprisingly, we have not found in the literature any previous study of pointing on
memorized “invisible” targets. The reverse paradigm however, pointing with an invisible cursor, has been widely studied (see [6] for instance) to better understand whether
arm movements follow a position model or an amplitude model. It is interesting to note
that our study seems to support the amplitude control model.
3
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Motivation and Examples

In the rest of this article we call Anim the condition where the subject is pointing on
an animated target and P opup the condition where the subject is pointing on a pop-up
target. When the duration of the animation is null (D ELAY = 0), the Anim condition
is equivalent to the P opup condition: the target appears immediately when movement
starts. This is different however from the acquisition of a persistent target, when the
target is visible at its destination before the movement starts. This latter condition is the
one usually considered in pointing experiments and will act as a control. We call it the
Static condition.
One motivation for the design of the experiment was the following scenario. The
user wants to drag-and-drop a hidden icon from the desk3 to an area of the working
window, e.g., to attach a file to an email. The user typically must trigger a command
to make the desk visible, grab the icon and then make the original working window
visible again to drop the icon at the desired destination. With Mac OS X, the user may
use Exposé to make the desk visible: all windows are moved outside the screen with an
animation and then animated back to their original position when the user starts the drag
operation. This corresponds to the Anim condition because the target of the drop operation is an animated window. With Microsoft Windows and in most modern X Window
environments the user may use the “show desktop” feature to immediately remove the
windows and make the desk visible, start dragging and then show the windows again.
This corresponds to the P opup condition with, ideally, a very short delay. A variant of
the above technique technique, desk pop, has been recently proposed [10]: the desk is
moved to the foreground and rendered with a semi-transparent black background while
preserving the opacity of the icons. This technique provides access to the icons while
keeping the working windows visible. Thus, the drop area is kept visible during the
whole operation. This case corresponds to the Static condition.
Dialog boxes are another examples of animated and pop-up targets with a potential
a priori knowledge of the position of the targets by the user. Such windows often pop
up at the same position and contain only a few buttons (typically “Ok” and “Cancel”).
Users often know the action to perform before the dialog box pops up, and we have
observed [8] that they tend to anticipate the display of the dialog box by moving their
mouse pointer toward the target button before it appears. An example of a delayed popup window is the “how to download” dialog box of the Firefox browser, which shows
up when clicking a link to non-HTML content. Due to network delays, the box pops up
with an unpredictable lag and yet users anticipate its appearance. Finally, an example
of an animated target is under Mac OS X, where some dialog boxes “slide” out of their
parent window’s titlebar. Here too, users anticipate the location of the button they want
to click.
Finally, an interesting category of pop-up targets is given by web navigation. Users
often revisit the same web pages [22] and end up knowing their layout. They also often
follow the same navigation paths [25]. For example, a user loads a page, clicks on the
login button of pre-filled form that loads a new page, and finally clicks on a link to
navigate to the desired page. The delays involved in displaying the various pages and
3

the background area of the screen containing icons
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the targets they contain depend not only on the speed of the network connection but
also on the browser’s rendering algorithm and the structure of the page. Understanding
the effect of delays on pointing may thus have some implications on browser and web
page design and, more generally, GUIs.

4

Experiment

We conducted an experiment to study pop-up and animated targets by reducing the
problem to a one-dimensional Fitts-like pointing task. Fitts’ Law is inherently a 1D
model and considering 2D pointing would have involved additional factors [1] that we
did not want to include in this first study.
4.1 Apparatus
The experiment was conducted on a 2.33 Ghz Core2-Duo Macbook Pro with an ATI
Radeon X1600 graphics card connected to a 24 inch LCD monitor at a resolution of
1920x1200 pixels. We used a 1000 dpi Logitech RX 250 optical mouse with Apple’s
Mac OS X default acceleration. The Graphics where rendered using the Java SwingState
library [3]. The animations were linear translations computed at a rate of 60 steps by
second.
4.2 Participants
12 unpaid adult volunteers (10 male and 2 female) participated in the experiment. They
were all right-handed and aged from 23 to 35 years old (average 27.6, median 26). All
the participants were experienced computer users and familiar with mouse pointing.
4.3 Task and Procedure

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. (a) Beginning of the trial: click green target; (b) memorization phase: show main target
for one second; (c) target on screen (Static) or hidden (other conditions); click red target to start
pointing; (d) end of trial: click main target (after animation or pop up depending on the condition).
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A trial is a 1-D target acquisition task decomposed as follows. First, a green target
is displayed on the screen (Figure 1(a)) and the participant clicks on it when ready. The
green target then disappeared and the main target (in grey) appears for one second (Figure 1(b)). This is the memorization phase where the participant is informed of the final
position of the main target. After the main target disappears, a red target is displayed
(Figure 1(c)). In the Static condition the main target stays on screen while in the other
two conditions the main target disappears. In all three conditions, the participant then
has to click on the red target, which starts the recording of the movement time. In the
Static condition, the main target remains static for the rest of the trial. In the Anim
condition, the main target is smoothly animated to its final position in D ELAY ms. In
the P opup condition, the main target appears after D ELAY ms. The trial ends when the
participant successfully acquires the main target (Figure 1(d)) after is has appeared at
its final position.
The participants’ movement time is recorded from the time the mouse button is
released on the red target until the successful button press on the main target. If the
participant clicks outside the target or before it reaches its final position, the trial is
considered an error but continues until a successful click. Participants are instructed
to perform the task as fast and as accurately as possible. To prevent participants from
using the cursor to memorize the position of the target the mouse pointer is hidden
throughout the memorization phase. Finally, in the Anim condition, the main target
moves from the closest border of the screen to its final position in the opposite direction
to the acquisition movement.
4.4 Design
The experiment is a partial 2 × 5 × 3 × 3 within-participant design with the following
factors:
– 2 “techniques”conditions (T ECH): Anim and P opup;
– 5 “delays” conditions (D ELAY): Static and 0, 200, 350 and 500 milliseconds (ms)
representing the duration of the animation or the delay for the pop-up;
– 3 widths (W) for the main target: 16, 32 and 64 pixels;
– 3 acquisition distances (D) to the main target: 256, 512 and 768 pixels.
The design is only partial (not fully factorial) because crossing T ECH and D ELAY leads
to only 2 + 2 × 3 = 8 conditions since the D ELAY conditions Static and 0 are the same
for both T ECH conditions: an animation of 0 ms makes the target pop up immediately.
Static is not really a “delay” condition but it is a convenient way to consider it as both a
control and an extreme condition (note that this transforms D ELAY into a nominal factor,
but we will later transform it into a continuous one).
We use 350 ms as the median animation time because this duration is commonly
used in graphical user interface animations, e.g., Mac OS X Exposé. We ran pilot studies
in order to determine two other times that cover the range of reasonable animation and
pop-up times, resulting in 200 ms for the lower bound and 500 ms for the upper bound.
We divide a run of the experiment into two parts. The first is made of two blocks, one
with D ELAY = Static and the other with D ELAY = 0. The second part of the experiment
6

corresponds to the crossing of T ECH (Anim and P opup) with the D ELAY conditions
> 0, i.e., 2 × 3 = 6 blocks. We block by the T ECH condition and use a 3 × 3 latin
square to cross the 2 possible orders of T ECH with the 3 non-zero D ELAY conditions.
This gives 6 counter-balanced orders that we cross with the first two blocks. We divide
the 12 participants into two groups of 6. Both groups use these 6 orders, but the first
group starts with D ELAY = Static while the second group starts with D ELAY = 0.
Each of the 8 blocks described above has seven replications of the 3 × 3 = 9
combination of D by W, presented in a random order. The first replication is considered
a warm up. A pause is offered to participants at the beginning of each replication.
To summarize, the total number of logged trials in the experiment is 8 blocks ×
9 width-distance combinations × 6 replications × 12 participants = 5184 trials. We
logged 72 trials for each full condition, 6 for each participant. The experiment lasted
from 42 to 54 minutes (average 48, median 47).

5

Results

In this analysis, movement time MT is measured until a successful button press in the
target (as opposed to the first button press). This has the advantage of accounting for
penalties caused by errors.
We duplicate data for Static and D ELAY = 0 in order to simulate these conditions for both P opup and Anim. This allows us to perform a standard full-factorial
repeated measures analysis of variance MT ∼ T ECH × D ELAY × D × W × Random(PARTICIPANT). Outliers4 , which represent 0.35% of the trials, are removed from
all analyses5 .
Factors
T ECH
D ELAY
D
W
T ECH × D ELAY
T ECH × D
T ECH × W
D ELAY × D
D ELAY × W
D×W
T ECH × D ELAY × D
T ECH × D ELAY × W
T ECH × D × W
D ELAY × D × W
T ECH × D ELAY × D × W

DF
1
4
2
2
4
2
2
8
8
4
8
8
4
16
16

DFDen
22
44
22
22
44
22
22
88
88
44
88
88
44
176
176

F
4.66
97.74
68.63
481.94
1.43
0.19
1.05
8.33
1.90
2.67
0.19
0.35
0.51
1.11
1.05

<
<
<

<

p
0.0539
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.2396
0.8303
0.3653
0.0001
0.0686
0.0444
0.9920
0.9436
0.7274
0.3469
0.4071

Table 1. ANOVA for MT ∼ T ECH × D ELAY × D × W × Random(PARTICIPANT).

Table 1 shows the results of the repeated analysis of variance for movement time.
As expected D and W have a (strong) significant effect on movement time: the harder
4

5

defined as a movement time 2 standard deviations a away from the mean movement time (for
each PARTICIPANT, T ECH, D ELAY, D and W).
including the outliers yields results that are very similar to those described here.
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1200

1400

the task, the longer it takes to complete (Figure 2). T ECH fails to reach significance
for movement time and we find no significant interaction with the other factors. The
difference in mean between Anim and P opup is only 17 ms in favor of P opup. This
difference (see Figure 3) is less than 2% of the mean movement time6 .

256

Mean Time (ms)
600
1000

static
0
200
350
500

512
Distance

●
●
●

200

●

0

●

0

Mean Time (ms)
200 400 600 800

●
●
●

768

16

static
0
200
350
500

32
Width

(a)

64

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Movement time as a function of distance for each D ELAY condition. (b) Movement
time as a function of width for each D ELAY condition.

We observe a (strong) significant effect of D ELAY on movement time (Figure 3).
A Tukey post-hoc test (α = 0.05) shows no significant difference in mean between
Static and D ELAY = 0 nor between D ELAY = 0 and D ELAY = 200. However, it shows
a significant difference in mean between Static and D ELAY = 200 (74 ms in favor of
Static, a speed-up of 7.7%). It also shows that D ELAY = 200 is significantly faster than
D ELAY = 350 (120 ms, 11.1% speed-up) and that D ELAY = 350 is significantly faster
than D ELAY = 500 (126 ms, 10.4% speed-up).
Anim
Popup

0

0

1

2

Error Rate (%)
3 4 5 6

Movement Time (ms)
200
600
1000
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Anim
Popup

static

0

200
Delay

350

500

static

(a)

0

200
Delay

350

500

(b)

Fig. 3. Movement time (a) and Error rate (b) for each D ELAY and T ECH.

We also observe a significant interaction effect between D ELAY and D (Figure 2.(a)),
suggesting that the effect of distance on movement time is less strong as D ELAY in6

note that the data duplication for Static and D ELAY = 0 does not influence these statistical
results since they cancel each other out.
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creases from Static to D ELAY = 0 to D ELAY = 500. Indeed, a post-hoc Tukey test
(α = 0.05) shows that there is a significant difference (in mean) between each distance for Static and D ELAY = 0, a significant difference between distances 256 and
512 but not between distances 512 and 768 for D ELAY = 200, a significant difference
between distances 256 and 768 but not between distances 256 and 512 and distances
512 and 768 for D ELAY = 350, and finally no significant difference at all for D ELAY =
500.
Figure 2.(a) also suggests that the difference in movement time between Static,
D ELAY = 0 and D ELAY = 200 decreases as distance increases. Indeed, a post-hoc Tukey
test shows a significant difference in mean between Static and D ELAY = 200 for D =
256 but no such difference for D = 768.
The above phenomenon can be explained by the fact that participants start their
acquisition movement as soon as possible, i.e., before the end of the animation or before
the target pops up, and that this ballistic movement is more precise when the target
pops up or stops its animation earlier. For example, with D ELAY = 500 and D = 256,
participants can typically move the pointer close to the target before it pops up (or
finishes its animation), but then have to wait before performing the final adjustment.
On the other hand, with D ELAY = 200 and D = 768, the target pops up (or finishes its
animation) before the end of the ballistic movement and participants can adjust their
movement as they go.
Regarding errors, we measured an error rate of 5.25%, a typical value for a pointing
experiment. Figure 3.(b) shows the error rate as a function of D ELAY for each T ECH. Logistic two by two Pearson tests7 show a significant difference (χ2 = 4.880, p = 0.0272
for D ELAY = 0) between Static (an error rate of 3.87%) and the other D ELAY conditions
(error rates between 5% and 6%.) There is no significant difference for errors among the
remaining D ELAY conditions. Other Pearson tests did not reveal any significant effect
on errors for the other factors T ECH, D and W.

Kinematic Analysis
Anim
Popup

0

Mean Nbr of Sub−Movements
1
2
3
4
5

Anim
Popup

0

First Move Time (ms)
20 40 60 80
120

6

static

0

200
Delay

350

500

static

(a)

0

200
Delay

350

500

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Time before first mouse move as a function of D ELAY and T ECH. (b) Mean number of
sub-movements as a function of D ELAY and T ECH.
7

tests adapted to “discrete” measures.
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A more detailed analysis of the pointing movements shows that participants effectively start their movement before the target pops up (when T ECH = P opup and D ELAY
> 0) or before the target ends its animation (when T ECH = Anim and D ELAY > 0).
Figure 4.(a) shows the time taken by the participants between the mouse button release
(when they click on the red starting target) and the first mouse movement. These are
clearly shorter than D ELAY when D ELAY > 0. Moreover, an ANOVA shows no significant difference between the D ELAY conditions for T ECH = P opup, nor between the
non-zero D ELAY conditions for T ECH = Anim. However, as shown in Figure 4.(a), the
first mouse move times for T ECH = Anim and D ELAY > 0 are significantly longer than
those for the other conditions (∼ 40 ms).

5000
4000
3000
2000
0

1000

Mean Speed (pixel/s)

6000

Static
0
Popup 200
Popup 350
Popup 500
Anim 200
Anim 350
Anim 500

0

200

400

600

800

Normalized Curvilinear Distance

Fig. 5. Mean speed as a function of the (normalized curvilinear) distance for D = 768 for each
D ELAY × T ECH condition (grey curves with a lower velocity peak are the Anim curves)

An analysis of the kinematic record of the movements shows that P opup and Anim
have slightly different kinematic profiles (see Figure 5 for an example with D = 768,
similar shapes arise with the other distances). The distance/speed curve for P opup is
similar to those for the Static and D ELAY = 0 conditions: they all have the usual bellshaped curve with a velocity peak at about 50% of the distance. The curves for Anim
however are qualitatively different: they are right-skewed with a lower acceleration and
a velocity peak at about 60% of the distance to target (these differences can be shown
to be statistically significant). Moreover, in the Anim condition we observe slower
movements and in particular a lower velocity peak as D ELAY increases. In the P opup
condition we do not observe any such pattern.
A possible explanation of these phenomena is that in the Anim condition the participants try to follow the moving target or are distracted by it, leading to a slower movement. Conversely, in the P opup condition, participants move directly to the memorized
position of the target, leading to a movement close to the classical target acquisition
profile (note that in Figure 5.(a) the movement is even faster for D ELAY = 500, but this
is not the case for the other distances).
10

To confirm the above interpretation and to better understand the end of the movement we computed the number of sub-movements for all non-error trials. To do so, we
count the number of times when the mouse does not move during at least 50 ms (to
account for a null velocity) after the velocity peak and before the final mouse press.
We add one to this number to account for the final movement, and interpret this number as a good estimate of the number of sub-movements. Figure 4.(b) shows the mean
value of this number as a function of T ECH and D ELAY. An analysis of variance shows
a significant effect of T ECH and D ELAY and an interaction between these two factors8 .
There are more sub-movements for Anim than for P opup and the difference (about
one sub-movement) is significant for D ELAY > 200.
In summary, we found that while P opup and Anim have similar performance, the
pointing motion for P opup is closer to static pointing than to Anim. While P opup
seems to follow a simple amplitude control model (jump to the anticipated position of
the target and then adjust), Anim features a more complex movement.

7

Extending Fitts’ Law

In order to better understand the effect of D ELAY we used Fitts’ Law to analyze movement time. Table 2 shows the Fitts’ Law parameters and the adjusted r2 for all data by
D ELAY. We averaged movement times across participants, repetitions and T ECH since
we have shown that this factor did not have a significant effect on MT. In other words,
we take the mean of all trials for each D ELAY, D and W conditions. As we expected, the
fit for the complete dataset is not good (strong effect of D ELAY, see Figure 6.(a)) but the
fit for each D ELAY condition is good for Static (usual Fitts’ pointing) and degrades as
D ELAY increases because of the unusual effect of distance on movement time. The fit
for each D ELAY condition can be improved by using the classical Welford model [27]
M T = a + b.log2 (D) + b.log2 (W ) (r2 around 0.95), but this model fails to fit the
complete dataset (r2 = 0.5448).

D ELAY

a

b

adj. r2

# pts.

ALL

454

135

0.4998

45

Static

180
299
462
599
731

174
153
120
116
115

0.9656
0.9074
0.8973
0.7974
0.6654

9
9
9
9
9

0
200
350
500

Table 2. Fitts’ Law parameters M T = a + b.ID

8

D and W also have significant effects – more sub-movements for smaller W and more submovements for D = 512 and 768 than for 256 – but there is no significant interaction effect
with T ECH and D ELAY.
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In order to compute regression models that include D ELAY, we create a continuous
factor TV as follows: We map Static to 0 ms; We map D ELAY = 0 to 100 ms since this is
the delay needed for sensory information to affect the physical movement [17]; Finally
we map the other values of D ELAY to themselves (considering the 100 ms we added for
D ELAY = 0 as a threshold).
We can now consider the simple model M T = a + b.ID + c.T V , which dramatically improves the fit: M T = 307 + 135.ID + 0.64.T V with an adjusted r2 of 0.8921.
This fit can be improved by using Welford’s model instead: M T = a + b.log2 (D) +
c.log2 (W ) + d.T V , which yields M T = 977 + 74.log2 (D) − 158.log2 (W ) + 0.64.T V
with an adjusted r2 of 0.9478. This can be further improved, only slightly but significantly, to 0.9665 by adding yet another term, log2 (D) ∗ T V , to account for the D by
D ELAY interaction observed in the previous section).
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Fig. 6. Regression with Fitts’ Law (a) and with the modified ID including a
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(b)
TV
D

term (b)

However good the fit, none of these models are particularly intuitive. They simply
use the fact that D ELAY has an effect and that distance has an unusual interaction with
D ELAY. But having more than three free variables (a, b, c, ...) is problematic if we are to
be consistent with Fitts’ Law since we have only one additional main factor, D ELAY.
We have seen in the previous section that movement time increases when TV increases but that this depends on distance: as distance increases, the degradation on
movement time for a given value of TV decreases. Thus, the combined effect of TV
and D may be captured by the ratio TDV . We therefore consider the following model:
M T = a + b.ID + c.

TV
D

The regression with this model yields M T = 171 + 174.ID + 237. TDV and a good
4
adjusted r2 = 0.9414. Taking advantage of the fact that 237
174 ∼ 3 , we use the new index
4 TV
of difficulty ID + 3 . D to plot the resulting data in Figure 6.(b).
Of course, the validity of this model should be further tested and may be altered by
considering larger sets of distances, target widths and D ELAY conditions. Note that an
12

important property of our experimental design is that the values for D ELAY are shorter
than the expected movement times in the Static condition. It is fairly obvious that if
TV is larger than the pointing time in the static condition, a different model is likely to
apply since the user would have to move the pointer towards the memorized position
of the target, wait until the target pops up (after T V ms), and finally acquire the target
of width W at a distance err(D) where err is a function modeling the distance error
when pointing to a memorized invisible target at a distance D. A candidate model for
this situation could be M T = T V + a + b. log2 ( err(D)
+ 1), but remains to be tested.
W

8

Discussion and Future Directions

The work presented in this paper is the first study of acquisition of pop-up and animated
targets. We did not find significant differences in performance between the acquisition
of a static target and the acquisition of a “memorized” target that pops up immediately.
However, we found a significant difference regarding errors in favor of static pointing
and we also found that static pointing is significantly faster than pointing on animated
and pop-up targets with a delay longer than 200 ms. This suggests that delays and
animations can indeed impair performance, and that techniques that keep the context
(and the target) visible should be preferred.
We also did not find significant performance differences between the acquisition of
targets that pop up immediately and animated or pop-up targets with a delay of 200 ms.
However, we observed large differences when delays increase to 350 and 500 ms, the
magnitude of the difference being comparable to the increase in delay. This suggests
that animation should be kept close to a duration of 200 ms whenever the acquisition
of a target inside the animated object is desirable. Also, GUIs should do their best
to keep the delay for popping up a potential target under 200 ms. Note however that
other design factors may come into play in the real world that are more important than
pointing performance, such as the ability to perceive causality with animations.
Our study suggests that users are able to adapt their pointing movement dynamically. It is interesting to note that this adaptation depends on the feedback given to the
user: animations affect the nature of the movement, slowing it down and leading to more
sub-movements than popping up. Since we did not observe a significant difference in
performance between the acquisition of an animated target and a pop-up target (under
the same delay) it is possible that users are able to take advantage of the target animation during the acquisition movement to better predict the final position of the target.
We intend to pursue this hypothesis in future work.
Another area for future work is to extend the scope of the study. In this initial study,
we conducted a “pure” experiment idealizing the real world. Now that we have a better
understanding of the basic factors involved, we can start to examine more realistic situations, such as 2D pointing with real windows and icons. We also want to consider more
complex tasks that involve pop-up/animated targets such as those described in section
3. Finally we need to study the effects of other factors such as the animation type, e.g.,
slow-in/slow-out, and the degree of position memorization. For pop-up targets, we also
plan to investigate larger delays and the extreme case of memorized invisible targets in
order to refine our movement time model.
13
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